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Slowly is the fastest way to get to where you want to be
- Andre De Shields

This quote has continuously echoed in my mind 
as I excitedly joined the Secretariat team led by 
CTIN’s National Organiser, Professor Geci 
Karuri-Sebina, in September 2021. My first day 
at work coincided with CTIN’s annual flagship 
conference, the Civic Tech Innovation Forum 
(CTIF) - literally  one of CTIN’s busiest periods of 
the year. I did not hesitate to jump right in, 
lending a hand and supporting where I could 
while also completing my onboarding. At the 
time, I assumed the momentum of the 
#DIYAFRICA CTIF2021 would be the speed at 
which I would approach my role. In no time, I 
quickly realised that the fast-paced nature of 
coordinating community engagements was not 
sustainable beyond that period. My role as 
Programme Coordinator would thus focus on 
progressively moving towards enduring impact in 
how our Community of Practice operates.

Reflecting on the past year, the CTIN has 
remained under the guidance of its Reference 
Group and relied on the structure to act as a 
sounding board in how the CTIN pursues its 
work. The established administrative base and 
location at the Wits School of Governance (WSG) 
has seen CTIN’s integration into the larger Wits 
University community, allowing it to leverage 
institutional collaborations and resources to best 
serve its growing African civic tech Network. 

The CTIN would like to acknowledge Wits 
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Zeblon Vilakazi, for 
his demonstrated support for the Network and 
the delivery of his opening address at the 
#DIYAFRICA opening plenary. Additionally, 
CTIN’s work would not be possible without the 
generous support of our core funder, Luminate, 
the Head of School, Dr Mzukisi Qobo, the newly 
established Tayarisha African Center of 
Excellence for Digital Governance, and the larger 
WSG staff body which supports and enables us.

CTIN’s 2022/23 outlook focuses on expanding its 
regional Network, building a strong membership 
base, and exploring avenues for continuity and 
collaboration. Using this as its guide, the CTIN 
hopes to strengthen partnerships and truly 
solidify its regional presence and reference as 
the leading African civic tech knowledge and 
resource hub. The CTIN team hopes you enjoy 
this 3rd installment of its Annual Report as it 
reviews CTIN’s advancements in supporting 
African civic tech over the 2021/22 period.

Sihle Gcilitshana
Programme Coordinator 

“

“
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After an exceptionally difficult few years for 
humanity, this annual report is published as 
circumstances improve, and we hope mark 
a turning point in the trajectory of 
COVID-19. The pandemic intensely 
compounded already difficult conditions for 
many Africans, both directly and indirectly. 
CTIN was not untouched, but we are still 
here and even more convinced of the need 
to empower local innovators and tech 
activists to support their communities 
through these complex times.

As the CTIN Reference Group, we see our 
role as providing stewardship for CTIN and 
supporting its aim “to connect 
practitioners, researchers, experts and 
decision-makers with interests in civic tech 
and provide a platform for them to learn, 
share knowledge and experience and 
collaborate.” We do this through quarterly 
oversight meetings, being a sounding 

board for the Secretariat, directly 
supporting programme areas, and 
mobilising our knowledge and networks in 
the interest of the wider civic tech 
community.
 
We continue to see the value of this 
evolving community of practice, and we are 
proud of the continuous improvement, 
innovation and growth that we have 
witnessed within CTIN and the community 
it is part of. As we aspire towards positive 
societal impact and relevance, we invite the 
community to hold us accountable to our 
values, and to participate in our 
programmes. Be active in CTIN, and make 
it count. We have a lot to do as we 
contribute to southern African democracy 
in an impactful and meaningful way.  

Nishendra Moodley for
The CTIN Reference Group

https://civictech.africa/about-ctin/




EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW
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WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED IN THIS PERIOD: WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED:

● We finally hired a programme coordinator; 
welcome Sihle!

● We hosted the best Civic Tech Innovation 
Forum ever, #DIYAfrica, clearly growing 
from strength to strength

● We grew our Civic Tech Atlas
● We improved our social media presence, 

communications and membership 
strategies

● We launched our Africa-wide Regional 
Ambassador Programme (RAP)

● We published new research and articles
● We expanded our partnerships 
● And we grew our following

WHAT TO FOCUS ON GOING FORWARD: 

● We need dedicated coordination 
capacity

● We need more “feet on the ground” 
beyond South Africa in order to 
reach continental stakeholders

● Fundraising 
● Measuring value to membership 





GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

This organogram shows a snapshot of CTIN’s governance 
structure. The Reference Group, to which the Secretariat 
Team reports quarterly, plays an advisory role. The 
Secretariat Team is made up of the Management Staff 
body that oversees the Programming Staff body, 
collectively responsible for the operations and 
management of CTIN’s day-to-day activities.
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STRATEGIC OVERVIEW

Core Functions 2021/22

● Convening: Host events and engagements for the 
community on selected civic tech and related topics

● Knowledge Sharing: Facilitate sharing of experiences 
and lessons learned through the case studies project

● Tracking Civic Tech: Tracking and documents civic 
tech initiatives through the African Civic Tech ATLAS

● Media Outreach: Sharing the latest civic tech and 
relates news, research and opportunities

● Research: Defining the civic tech landscape and 
documenting the evolution of the African civic tech 
movement

● Capacity Strengthening: Enhancing skills and 
organisational capacity in African civic tech initiatives

Our Thematic Focus Areas Continued To Be:

● Amplifying underrepresented Voices
● Partnering with Government
● Threats to Democracy
● Rural and Urban Settlement Development

Financial Management:
 
CTIN’s financial administration is managed by the Wits 
School of Governance finance team as well as ad hoc 
support from the Wits Commercial Enterprise finance team. A 
detailed report of the functions and summary of 
disbursement of funds is included in the Financial Overview 
section of this report.
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https://civictech.africa/events/
https://civictech.africa/case-study/
https://civictech.africa/databases/
https://civictech.africa/category/monthly-opportunities/
https://civictech.africa/civic-tech-research/
https://www.wits.ac.za/wsg/
https://www.wits.ac.za/wsg/
https://wits-enterprise.co.za/




CONVENINGS

Community Convenings

Since April 2021 we have convened over six events 
including a webinar series, a masterclass and the annual 
Civic Tech Innovation Forum (CTIF) which included several 
daily sessions.

Webinars

We have continued to plan and partner to deliver our 
ongoing events, between April 2021 and March 2022 we 
hosted and partnered on 7 events

1. April 2021: Reclaiming African narratives through 
storytelling: Making it happen (Part 2 of 2)

2. May 2021: African Elections, African Voice: Old and 
new roles for journalism and civic tech communities

3. June 2021: Financing your civic tech or media 
platform
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Reclaiming African narratives through storytelling series

https://civictech.africa/fat-event/reclaiming-african-narratives-through-storytelling-making-it-happen-part-2-of-2/?sd=1619092800&ed=1587517200
https://civictech.africa/fat-event/reclaiming-african-narratives-through-storytelling-making-it-happen-part-2-of-2/?sd=1619092800&ed=1587517200
https://civictech.africa/fat-event/african-elections-african-voice-old-and-new-roles-for-journalism-and-civic-tech-communities/?sd=1622116800&ed=1590541200
https://civictech.africa/fat-event/african-elections-african-voice-old-and-new-roles-for-journalism-and-civic-tech-communities/?sd=1622116800&ed=1590541200
https://civictech.africa/fat-event/african-elections-african-voice-old-and-new-roles-for-journalism-and-civic-tech-communities/?sd=1622116800&ed=1590541200
https://civictech.africa/fat-event/financing-your-civic-tech-or-journalism-platform/?sd=1624536000&ed=1624539600
https://civictech.africa/fat-event/financing-your-civic-tech-or-journalism-platform/?sd=1624536000&ed=1624539600


CONVENINGS 

Connecting CTIN’s Community to International 
Conferences

1. Code for All Summit 

On the 30th of September, Melissa Zisengwe, CTIN 
Programme Officer, co-facilitated a Civic Tech 
Edit-athon-workshop on how to use and contribute to 
a global, open, crowdsourced catalog of democracy 
tech projects for the Civic Tech Field Guide and the 
African Civic Tech database. 

2. ODI Summit 
In November 2021, the ODI Summit offered CTIN 60 
complimentary for selected RG members and 
Network members to attend. An open call attendees 
was circulated, offering the African civic tech 
community an opportunity to engage with 
international civic tech practitioners. 
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The Code for All Summit amongst other conyenings which happened in 
2021/22

https://codeforall.org/summit-2021/
https://theodi.org/event_series/odi-summit/


Other Events 

1. In celebration of Women's month in South Africa, on 
31 August 2021, CTIN supported the Open Cities 
Lab (OCL) with its discussion around the 
development of Gender Equality and Social Inclusion 
frameworks and implementation of these practices in 
the civic tech space.

2. CTIN also promoted and supported  OCL’s  
Women's Month webinar  as well as participated in 
the Women in 4IR Webinar Wits School of 
Governance panel discussion held on 25 August 
2021. 

3. March 2022: Digital Dialogue #1 – Building Inclusive 
Civic Tech Communities in partnership with the 
International Civil Society Centre.

CONVENINGS
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The Civic Tech Innovation Network (CTIN), in partnership with the International 
Civil Society Centre (ICSCentre), hosted a webinar titled ‘Building Inclusive 
Communities’ as part of its Digital Dialogues Series.

https://opencitieslab.org/odd/home
https://opencitieslab.org/odd/home
https://medium.com/open-data-durban/why-gender-equality-and-social-inclusion-bdc5140d25ae
https://www.facebook.com/opencitieslab/photos/a.1605756476377029/3047382672214395
https://www.wits.ac.za/display/events/?view=fulltext&day=27&month=7&year=2021&id=d.en.2583635&timestamp=1629896400&
https://icscentre.org/events/digital-dialogue-1-building-inclusive-civic-tech-communities/
https://icscentre.org/events/digital-dialogue-1-building-inclusive-civic-tech-communities/
https://icscentre.org/


Civic Tech Innovation Forum 2021 

In September 2021, we hosted the Civic Tech Innovation 
Forum 2021 (CTIF21) in partnership with Jamlab hosted under 
the #DIYAFRICA theme. 

This was the fifth edition of the CTIF conference. The forum 
featured an array of African civic tech actors and organisations 
including both governmental and non-governmental 
organisations, civic tech organisations, media personnel, 
academics, researchers, CSOs, activists, technologists, 
innovators, and more for the purpose of sharing, learning, 
inspiring, and overall capacity building. 

The conference was a great success. It featured a variety of 
international, continental and local speakers and presenters 
from a diverse number of fields practising on the continent and 
across the world. The festival consisted of 34 virtual sessions,

#DIYAFRICA 
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The CTIF  and Jamfest conferences were virtual two-week-long festivals 
jointly hosted between the 13th and 17th September 2021.

from consciousness sessions to panel discussions, to 
workshops, exhibition hangouts, and fireside chats. Around 
600 people from all over Africa and other parts of the world 
registered for the event. 

https://civictech.africa/ctif21/
https://civictech.africa/ctif21/
https://jamlab.africa/


Civic Tech Innovation Forum  2021

Another important feature at this conference was the 
opportunity for innovators to showcase the tools and 
platforms they have developed to deal with the myriad of 
challenges faced by Africans in their respective countries. 
Our #DIYAFRICA exhibitors included innovators from at 
least 11 African countries across various thematic areas 
including governance, media, justice, open data and more. 
We have an intent to consider how we might host a more 
permanent version of this exhibition format on our website. 
The #DIYAFRICA music, recordings, podcast, session 
write ups, reports, exhibition content and more can be 
found on the event’s legacy page. 

#DIYAFRICA 
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The #DIYAFRICA 2021 CTIF featured daily exhibition hangout sessions 
for civic tech innovators to network and connect

https://medium.com/civictech/diyafrica-taking-things-into-our-own-hands-486212d36c36
https://medium.com/civictech/diyafrica-taking-things-into-our-own-hands-486212d36c36
https://civictech.africa/ctif21/


CAPACITY BUILDING

In December 2021, CTIN hosted a Masterclass titled 
Civic Fundraising and Sustainability in partnership with 
the Sustainable Development Network and the African 
Sustainability Academy. 

This Masterclass was intended to equip our Network with 
funding strategies they can employ when looking to 
sustain their mission-driven operations and social 
impact.
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The Civic Fundraising and Sustainability Masterclass facilitated by Lisa 
Thompson-Smeddle

https://civictech.africa/fat-event/civic-fundraising-and-sustainability-masterclass/
https://sdnafrica.org/
https://sdnafrica.org/asa/
https://sdnafrica.org/asa/


Website

Our website is our central hub for all the work that we do and 
it identifies CTIN to our community and interested parties 
globally. We have used this platform to help our community 
meaningfully connect with others in the network. CTIN has 
been working to optimise the website experience for our 
visitors and are happy to share that our new website was 
launched in the month of April 2022. 

Social Media Platforms 

Our objectives this year have focused on increasing 
CTIN’s reach and creating more awareness about our 
network across the continent. Our social media platforms 
have played a key role in our ability to meet these 
objectives. The growth of these platforms is an important 
indication that we are closer to reaching our goals and 
have seen more civic tech organisations and individuals 
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COMMUNICATIONS AND PLATFORMS

CTIN’s social media platforms have seen an increased growth and 
following over the 2021/22 period

54
6

79
7

17
52

17
09

11
2

connect with us on all our available platforms. This growth 
has signaled CTIN’s growing relevance and significance as 
a network for the African civic tech community.

https://civictech.africa/


Email Newsletter

We have continued to use our newsletter as a away to keep 
the CTIN community updated about Network news, events, 
resources and opportunities. This platform has been an 
instrumental tool we have used to connect with the 
community on matters that most concern them, as well as 
spark new curiosities about the world of civic tech. 

Podcast 

Following the successful launch of the Civic Tech in Africa 
Podcast in early 2021, we have completed two seasons and 
launching our newest season in April 2022. The podcast has 
provided listeners with new perspectives on the challenges 
and opportunities of civic tech initiatives across the 
continent. The new season will continue to document the 
stories of civic tech initiatives on the continent with an initial 
focus on CTIN’s inaugural Regional Ambassador Programme 
and its respective ambassadors. 
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COMMUNICATIONS AND PLATFORMS

CTIN’s Civic Tech in Africa Podcast

https://civictech.africa/category/podcasts/
https://civictech.africa/category/podcasts/
https://civictech.africa/about-ctin/regional-ambassadors-programme-rap/


CTIN Case Studies Project 

CTIN is continually working on building and improving our 
collection of case studies on civic tech initiatives in Africa. 
The case study platform is live and over 70 case studies 
have been published on our case studies webpage. 

Further, CTIN has published  a working paper titled
“Enabling Learning in Civic Tech: An analysis of the CTIN 
Case Study Approach and its Pedagogical Utility”. 
The report was completed in 2021 by our contracted 
researcher, Majaha Dlamini. Through a desktop study, the 
report assesses the efficacy of the case study method as a 
peer learning tool. The report is focused on how the CTIN 
can best advance its objectives of supporting peer-based 
learning and collaboration in the civic tech space. 

The African Civic Tech Atlas  

Our flagship database project continues to grow, as of April 
2022 we have captured over 220 initiatives from over 40 
African countries. The database had been updated as part of 
our website re-launch. The new database provides a coded 
database of African initiatives, it also includes a user friendly 
interface which enables users to filter through the list by 
several categories including country, sector, technology and 
more. We also continue to partner with the wider 
international Civic Tech Field Guide, where we are the Africa 
partner. As part of our new Regional Ambassador 
Programme (RAP) we anticipate further addition of new 
initiatives to the database from across the continent. 

PROJECTS
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https://civictech.africa/databases/
https://civictech.africa/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Case-Studies-Research.pdf
https://civictech.africa/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Case-Studies-Research.pdf
https://civictech.africa/databases/
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REGIONAL AMBASSADOR 
PROGRAMME

In April 2022, CTIN launched the pilot of its Regional 
Ambassador Programme (RAP), further detailed in the RAP 
Overview Document, which is aimed at strengthening 
regional connection and participation. 

CTIN views this initiative as not only an opportunity to 
fortify relationships through partnering with regional 
organisations, but also as a means to building a 
representative network and Community of Practice (CoP). 

CTIN has identified four Network organisational members, 
uniquely positioned to increase our reach and mobilise 
participation by various civic tech actors across Africa, 
and appointed them as our regional ambassadors.The 
ambassadors include:
● Magamba Network, representing Southern Africa, Strengthening Regional Synergy through the power of 

technology 

● Pollicy, representing East Africa, 
● ccHub representing West Africa and 
● Chad Innovation representing Central Africa. 
● CTIN is actively working on securing a North 

Africa ambassador

https://civictech.africa/about-ctin/regional-ambassadors-programme-rap/
https://civictech.africa/about-ctin/regional-ambassadors-programme-rap/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17aUGDXWwjD4rp77cGu7RoOs37q7P1fnl/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17aUGDXWwjD4rp77cGu7RoOs37q7P1fnl/edit
http://magambanetwork.com/
https://pollicy.org/
https://cchubnigeria.com/
https://chadinnovation.org/


4.     Several blogs/preliminary articles including 
● “Civic tech community excelling in helping to 

handle the pandemic” published in Business Day 
● Civic Tech: Some Historical (and admittedly 

Eurocentric) Reflections
● Defining and Understanding the Civic Tech Space
● Scaling civic tech in Africa

Further to this, the next phase of the research programme 
is a co-production of an evidence mapping research 
platform on African civic tech which would serve as a 
research and community knowledge resource with the 
Africa Centre for Evidence (ACE) at the University of 
Johannesburg.

The  CTIN has published a short overview report providing 
insights into the African civic tech community as well as 
detailing and documenting the phase one research 
activities. These included the research objectives, 
challenges, progress, outputs and next steps. The report 
is accompanied with other research inputs including 

1. The aforementioned cleaner, encoded database - 
Through desktop searches, more information was 
added, categories were created, the database 
began to better represent and reveal a fraction of 
the African civic tech story, 

2. This initial analysis collated by lead researcher, 
Halfdan Lynge-Mangueira highlighted and 
interpreted the key insights and emerging 
questions 

3.     A Case Studies review paper

RESEARCH AGENDA
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https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/2020-11-15-civic-tech-community-excelling-in-helping-to-handle-the-pandemic/
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/2020-11-15-civic-tech-community-excelling-in-helping-to-handle-the-pandemic/
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/2020-11-15-civic-tech-community-excelling-in-helping-to-handle-the-pandemic/
https://civictech.africa/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Civic-Tech-Some-Historical-Reflections-DRAFT-101220.docx.pdf
https://civictech.africa/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Civic-Tech-Some-Historical-Reflections-DRAFT-101220.docx.pdf
https://civictech.africa/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Civic-Tech-Definitions.docx.pdf
https://civictech.africa/civic-tech-research/#:~:text=Scaling%20civic%20tech%20in%20Africa
https://africacentreforevidence.org/
https://www.uj.ac.za/
https://www.uj.ac.za/
https://civictech.africa/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Exploring-Civic-Tech.pdf
https://civictech.africa/databases/
https://civictech.africa/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Civic-tech-research_CTIN.pptx.pdf
https://civictech.africa/civic-tech-research/#:~:text=Download%20the%20paper%3A-,Enabling%20Learning%20in%20Civic%20Tech,-Read%20More%20%E2%80%93%20Looking




Notes: This summary represents the project account from Wits School of Governance (WSG) for the period indicated. The project reports 
quarterly to its funders and maintains high standards of financial management and oversight. 

CTIN’s core funding for the period came primarily from Luminate and the ASTON Network. Additional non-transfer funding contributions for 
CTIN programming in 2021/22 also came from: CIVICUS through JamLab at Wits Journalism.

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
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Opening Balance until 01/06/21 Opening Balance - Profit and Loss -

Movements from:
01/04/21 to 31/03/22

Actual cost (already spent) R1 513 891.00

Committed cost (open orders to be paid) R99 403.00

Total cost R1 613 294.00

Actual revenue R1 620 528.00

Profit & Loss R7 234.00



Additionally, the launch of CTIN’s Regional Ambassador 
Programme forecasts the growth and expansion of the 
organisation which, in tandem with the membership strategy, 
are the points of differentiation employed within the 
organisation’s fundraising strategy. 

CTIN has been actively seeking to diversify its funding and 
has continued its efforts to secure additional funding through 
ongoing proposal submissions. The Luminate Group, a 
global philanthropic organisation, has generously supported 
the vision and mission of the CTIN as a core-funder, 
empowering the African civic tech landscape towards 
building just and fair societies.

Securing co-funding in addition to the long-standing 
relationship and grant funding provided by Luminate would 
ensure CTIN’s sustainability and enable the organisation to 
increase its capacity both nationally and regionally. As part of 
this effort, CTIN is exploring the formalisation of its Network 
and fast growing Community of Practice (CoP) by 
implementing a membership strategy that will allow the 
organisation to measure its reach and impact. The CTIN 
believes that the membership strategy will demonstrate the 
organisation’s value proposition both to its network as well 
as prospective funders and donors. 

RESOURCE MOBILISATION
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https://luminategroup.com/


CTIN continues to see partnering as a crucial strategy to 
achieving its objectives. While external funding has been 
limited, partners make it possible to cross-leverage mutual 
interests and ensure efficiency in our approach to civic 
activism. The listed partners have largely made in-kind 
contributions.

PARTNERSHIPS
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Wits School of Governance
2 St David’s Place, Parktown
Johannesburg, 2050

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER

https://www.facebook.com/CivicTechAfrica
https://twitter.com/CivicTechAfrica
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9jq14yFOdpnoT8xphfRXww
https://africa.us19.list-manage.com/subscribe/post?u=f6ea71c846f865e4fd9d61efd&id=225ec19a90
https://www.linkedin.com/company/67257876/admin/


● CTIF 2021 #DIYAFRICA Report 
● Regional Ambassador Programme Overview 
● 2020 Annual Report
● 2018 Annual Report
● Accountability Framework
● Disclaimer

ANNEXURE
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https://civictech.africa/ctif21-diyafrica/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NZL-LSHiVkaZKf-Ra86hs1hp364AGPkv/view?usp=sharing
https://civictech.africa/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/CTIN-2020-2021-Report.pdf
https://civictech.africa/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Copy-of-Luminate-CTIN-Annual-Report-2018-20.pdf
https://civictech.africa/accountability-framework/
https://civictech.africa/disclaimers/
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